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The story I am going to tell started in the Himalaya in 1960. In the preceding years I had tried to collect additional basic material for our elm breeding project which was started back in 1927 by Christine Buisman, continued after her death in 1936 by Johanna Went, from whom I took it over in 1953. I collected budwood from good-looking surviving elms mainly in France, England, Ireland and Holland, hoping some might have a useful degree of resistance to the disease but also resistance to sea wind, which we need in our elms. Thereby we got experience in sending budwood home by mail in fall and having it grafted in the greenhouse. Getting budwood by correspondence was not successful. So, when our single clone of Ulmus wallichiana was badly damaged in the severe winter of 1955/56, our Elm Committee decided I should go to the Himalaya myself and select good types (good shape, frost resistance, hopefully even higher resistance to disease) of U. wallichiana there. The species played a pivotal role in our breeding: we had many small-leaved clones of U. minor with a reasonable level of disease resistance, which we wanted to combine with a resistant largeleaved clone, so repeating the success story of U. x hollandica. But the large-leaved U. glabra was uniformly very susceptible, and so was U. elliptica, its relative from the Caucasus; the only remaining candidate with an acceptable level of resistance was U. wallichiana, whose morphology and ecology are more or less comparable to U. glabra. A wider range of genotypes of that species from the colder valleys of the Himalaya seemed desirable.
So, after extensive preparations, I found myself in beautiful Kashmir, in the foothills of the Himalaya, in August 1960. The valley of Kashmir, with its large lakes, lies at some 1600 m a.s.l.; as U. wallichiana occurs roughly at altitudes of between 1800 and 3000 m, we had to ascend into the surrounding hills. The Indian Forest Service, and the Botanical Survey of India provided liberal assistance. Soon, in a mixed coniferous forest that looked like our alpine forests, we found our first U. wallichiana. What a disappointment! It was a crooked stump, with hardly any branches or twigs. I had come here hoping to find trees with a good shape for Dutch conditions, not expecting monstrosities like this one. Fortunately, in the following days, the story behind this tree unfolded. We found another elm, what a relief, this time a well-grown middle-aged tree indeed, but with some damage in the crown. There was a shepherd with his sheep around, my companions asked him something, he agreed, went to the elm, put a small longshafted axe in his belt, took his shoes off and climbed bare-footed rapidly into the crown of the tree. There he started cutting twigs with leaves and threw those down. I was happy, as I could choose and cut good budwood, put it in polythene and wrap the bag in a wet cloth to keep it cool. But the shepherd did it to give his sheep good fodder: they came and ate the leaves eagerly. The shepherd was on his way to lower elevations, end-summer in the annual vertical trek, which we call transhumance in Europe. On his way down through this valley, passing through the semi-public forest he would lop elms as their leaves were an excellent fodder. If the tree was ruined in the process, he would scarcely care. It was a destructive way of lopping. We saw more of such elms on our way: if you want to be a shepherd here, you must be able to climb trees! (Fig. 1) .
But the story goes on. We also often saw elms, mostly close to habitation or between fields, which were carefully lopped (Fig. 2) , while the cut twigs were stored orderly in a fork. These twigs would be collected in winter by the owner of the tree and serve as a rich winter fodder for the animals, next to straw of corn and other poor foodstuff. Hay seemed not to be present. So, besides the fatal overuse of the elms by the shepherds, there was a sustainable use by the sedentary farmers, they even planted elms solely for this purpose. We passed by a farmhouse where three young trees had been planted recently: a peach, an almond and an elm. We asked the farmer why he had chosen these three species (silly questions these foreigners can ask!): "Well, obviously, the fruit trees for the humans, the elm for the cow". We saw one village surrounded by a row of planted elms (Heybroek 1963) . But both the destructive lopping in the forest and the sustainable lopping by the farmers would prevent the trees from flowering, preventing natural regeneration. Occasionally, some other tree species was lopped for fodder. One specimen of ash (Fraxinus sp.) was seen, it was lopped.
Back in Europe, I found to my surprise that there is a solid body of literature on the use of tree leaves for fodder here too, both in the distant and in the near past. In some regions this use exists even today.
First the distant past. In archeology, there is a continuing discussion on the so-called elm decline, a widespread and severe reduction of the presence of elm pollen in European pollen diagrams of about 6000 years ago over a large part of the continent. As this coincided more or less with the immigration of new groups of farmers, scientists suggested these farmers kept their cattle mainly in kraals close to habitation, and fed them with lopped tree twigs and leaves (Troels-Smith 1960) . Preferred tree species were elm and ash, perhaps with lime and rowan at the side. Other tree species were less or not edible. Young and inner bark of elm may have been used as a very good fodder for pigs and horses, even for calves and in emergency as food for humans.
Discussions continue on the question how much impact this human use of elm might have had on the elm population of those days, and in how far it could explain or have contributed to the reduction of elm pollen in the diagrams. After all, the human population was perhaps too low to explain it all by itself. Some scientists have therefore suggested a hypothetical disease that might have reduced the elm population; elsewhere, I have argued that the human uses of elm may have started local outbreaks of elm bark beetles which by their sheer numbers killed weakened and old trees, perpetuating the outbreak over a number of years until it was smothered by a wet and cool summer (Heybroek et al. 2009 ).
But all speculations on the prehistoric human use of elms are based on well-documented historical cases of such use. These are overwhelming, and one may assume that our forebears knew all survival tricks based on leaves and bark that Machatscheck (2002) describes for the farmers in the Alps and the Balkan. Leaf fodder in general was an essential element in husbandry in large parts of Europe, lately still in Scandinavia, in the Alps and in the Balkan. Lopping the trees for leaf hay was done with a traditional kind of knife, the Gertel (Fig. 3) . Traditional farmhouses in Switzerland had a Laube, a room open to the outside but well protected against rain, where the leaf hay or Laub was stored. The Swiss family name Lauber apparently goes back to a person or family that was particularly good in lauben, lopping for fodder. Elm and ash were the favorite species, but it was elm that got the highest praise. Elm leaf hay had the highest nutritional value, "better than the best hay", "as the best lucerne-hay", "as barley flour" (Pässler 1893 , Petrovic 1936 , Woodman 1945 , Russell 1947 , Trier 1963 , Haas & Rasmussen 1993 , Machatscheck 2002 . It was even used to fatten pigs. It was a very healthy food, good for the teeth of the animals, and it would give a good taste to butter and milk, while ash leaves could cause a rancid taste. Domestic animals are not the only customers; many animals in the zoo, including elephants and giraffes, appreciate elm leaves as a delicacy. Young shoots were cooked and eaten as vegetables by humans, and meal of elm leaves was an emergency food in various regions (Brockmann-Jerosch 1936) .
The living layers of the bark, that is bark of young parts of the tree and the inner bark of older and corky parts, are very nutritious too. Horses and pigs are fond of it, and can badly damage or kill elm trees by debarking them. Voles, rabbits, hare, goats and sheep can likewise girdle and kill elms. Chopped or shaven bark was given to the cows in Norway, while the slime that could be extracted in water from it was given to young calves. But there was an even more valuable use for elm bark, it could save lives: in years of famine, a good quality bread could be baked with the inner bark of elms. Fishermen sailed deep into the fjords to barter their best fish against elm bark (Landmark 1863 , Nordhagen 1954 , Ropeid 1960 . Therefore, an elm could serve as a wedding gift, even the usufruct could do. Elms were planted as a fruit tree. Elm was the life-saving Nordens Brød-frugttrae (Ropeid 1960) , so some old elms were seen as sacred trees, and there was a taboo on its cutting. Elm wood was technically perfect for skis, but if you had a fatal accident on such skis, you would not be buried in consecrated earth -as you had gone straight to hell already (Hoeg 1953) . The elm had some additional functions in European culture, which I want to mention shortly.
The fibers of elm bark could be made into strong cords; as these were used for beehives, for well-cords and in thatching, they could apparently withstand dry-wet conditions. In eastern Europe, foot wear and mats were made of them; in the XIX century, millions of such elm mats were exported to western Europe annually. The Ainu people in northern Japan traditionally made very durable clothes of elm bark: they peeled the bark off the trees in spring or fall, then soaked it in water for ten days, divided it in strips which could be used for weaving. This textile could be colored dark with oak bark or with iron-containing peat, creating bold traditional patterns (Fig. 4) . But there are no indications that our European ancestors ever used clothing from bark.
Elm wood has been important in warfare. For both hunting and warfare, bow-and-arrow have been essential tools for many thousands of years. The very best wood for making bows came from the yew tree, but, when that one was not available or scarce, elm was the second best choice. Such was the case in the whole of northern Europe, where the yew, in its trek to the north, arrived late: in Scandinavia, elm was the standard bow for millennia. In the Middle Ages, when the longbow was popular and the yew scarce, elm was recommended as a replacement, to stretch the stock of yew. Later still, shock-resistant elm wood was very much in demand by the military for gun carriages and other equipment; that is why several French kings, but also the French Revolution launched campaigns exhorting people to plant elms.
Non-material culture
In the old Germanic mythology, the first living creature was apparently the cow "Audumbla", who freed the first giant Ymir out of the ice and fed him with her milk; later, she also liberated the giant Buri, who would become the progenitor of the gods. It shows how important the cow was for the people who created the mythology: the gods could only come into being thanks to the cow! Humans originated later, thanks to an action of the gods: one day, when the god Odin with his two brothers, sons of Buri, walked along the shore, they found two tree trunks, Askr and Embla, that is ash and elm. Out of these they fashioned man and woman, the man out of Askr, the woman out of Embla. Here rises the question: why these two trees? In mythologies it is not unusual that trees change into humans or vice versa, but why here these two species, why ash and elm? It can be no accident that it was this twosome, ash and elm, that produced the essential fodder for the all-important cow, and the cow was the basis for human existence and culture. After all, food is life. So, human life depended on ash and elm. Out of that couple, the elm, being the most nutritive, represented the woman, while the ash, that contributed also the spear, stood for the man.
Therefore, the elm has kept a female image up to recent times. The hollow elm at the garden restaurant of Kraantje Lek, near Haarlem (The Netherlands), as well as the old "Luther elm" near Worms (Germany), were reputed locally to be the places where the dry nurses fetched the babies (Fig. 5) . Male fertility, on the other hand, was promoted by an old ash at Spaarndam at the eastern side of Haarlem. Napoleon had wanted a son for years in vain; he got one only after he had slept one night under this magic ash; at least, so the local wisdom tells us. Even the Vikings identified still with the ash: they called themselves askmannen, that is, men of the ash, i.e., of Askr, but also of the ash Yggdrasil, the Germanic world tree (De Vries 1961) .
In addition to the ones mentioned, elm has had some other functions, but the most important one, from deep prehistory until recently, was the provision of fodder for the cattle, producing milk and associated products.
The Mediterranean
In the Mediterranean, however, things were different: the elm had a decidedly male image here. That was based on viticulture. Plinius wrote: "Since very old times, the judgment is accepted that excellent wines grow on trees only". The opinion was that the best and tastiest wine, which keeps well, can be made from grapes that have grown high above ground, up in trees. This opinion goes probably back as far as 600 BC in Greece, when "tree-vines" (ámpelos ánadendras) started to be mentioned in Greek literature (Hagonow 1972 -we do not know details as all old Greek treatises on agriculture have gone lost - Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) . So, farmers planted trees in which they trained the grapevines. Several tree species could serve in this function, but elm was the favorite. Columella, a Spanish Roman citizen, gave a full description and manual for this kind of viticulture in his treatise De Re Rustica. Incerti autoris: Liber de arboribus, around 50 AD. Sowing, growing, planting and care of the elms was described in detail. The common field elm could be propagated by seed, the Gallic elm or atinia, however, which he preferred, produced no viable seed and had to be propagated vegetatively. This atinian elm was preferred by the sheep too: if they had eaten its leaves, they refused to accept the field elm! (Columella, around 50 AD). In probably all countries where the Romans introduced their viticulture they also imported this atinian elm: in Spain and Portugal, in Switzerland and Germany as well as in Eng- land. In the latter country it was planted large-scale in the succeeding centuries after the Romans left, and, forgetting its Roman origin, people called it "English elm". Nowadays we consider it to be a very old cultivar ) which merits a cultivar name; the logical one is "Atinia". Curiously, it has not yet been authenticated in Italy, nor in France, Romania, Greece or Turkey, but that may be a question of time and looking at the right places. I will come back to this later. Let us first look at the impact a simple agricultural practice has made in the non-material culture ). The Roman farmers used to call their practice to lead the vines into the elm as "marrying the grapevine to the elm". This saying was taken up gratefully by the poets Vergil and Catullus as a metaphor for the human marriage: "the elm (~ the man) is strong and grows high and wide, but it is sterile, it bears no real fruits; the vine (~ the woman) on the other hand, is weak, by itself it would have to crawl over the ground where its fruits would rot and decay. But combined in marriage, the vine would grow high into the light and together they would produce ample healthy fruit (~ offspring)". This metaphor was widely known and used; even Shakespeare used it, 1600 years later. His Adriana, wanting her husband to come back, says to the man whom she takes for him: "You are an elm, my lord, I a grapevine". The meaning of the symbol was also broadened to friendship, cooperation, interdependence. The beautiful old logo of Elsevier shows an old wise man that earns the fruits of cooperation of elm and grapevine (Fig. 8) . The moral is made explicit by the text Non Solus, "not on your own" (but in cooperation - Schlüter & Vinken 1997) . In the beginning of the 19 th century the poet Ludwig Uhland, in his action against the autocracy of German rulers gave it a political twist: "Des Fürsten und des Volkes Rechte sind verwoben, wie sich Ulm' und Reb' umschlingen" (exhaus- tive treatment of the metaphor in Hagonow 1972 and in Demetz 1985) .
But the most radical interpretation of the symbol was given in early Christianity in the Book of the Shepherd, written by Hermas, probably the brother of pope Pius I (Dibelius 1923) . In Parable 2, the book starts describing the practical advantages and the amazing fruitfulness that is caused by this symbiosis of elm and grapevine. It even gives an additional biological explanation for that success: in dry periods, the elm would feed the vine with its own sap (that suits his later argumentation only too well, but according to recent research it is not entirely impossible -Horton & Hart 1998). Hermas develops this into a model of the social organization, of the ideal relation and even the symbiosis between the rich and the poor in society: "the prayers of the poor are very powerful, as these poor are close to God. Therefore, they should also pray for the rich to help them to increase their wealth. The rich on the other hand, who by their focus on profit are distanced from God, should give to the poor what these need". This model of a Christian society based on mutual support was popular with several church fathers, who then regarded the Book of the Shepherd as a part of the Holy Scripture. But a couple of centuries later the church fathers decided to leave it out of the canon, so that the symbol of the marriage between elm and vine is lost for the bible.
So, the picture up to now seems simple: above the Alps a female elm delivers milk and some additional services; in the Mediterranean a male elm produces wine, marriage and cooperation. But truth is more complicated. Back to the farmer. He has to prune his elms once or twice a year to make room for the vine, its leaves and its fruits, to get them light and sun. Columella does not discuss pruning, but in another section of his handbook he tells us that all summer long, from June till October, the cattle is fed with tree leaves, while in winter leaf hay is part of their diet. So, the loppings from the elms were needed for the cattle! The importance of this use, even in the XX century, was made clear to me by a remark by Christine Buisman in 1935: "the preference for the supporting tree species depends on the livestock: in Emilia, where the farmers have cattle, they use the elm; in Tuscany, where they keep no cattle, they use the field maple as a support!" (Now we can also see what is wrong in the logo of Elsevier: the tree, the elm, is not pruned! That would badly reduce its yield of grapes, and it negates its fodderfunction). So, even here, the elm had to produce milk, next to wine. This is also shown by the fact that in the area around Arbia, Tuscany, where no wine is produced, some farmers kept a few pollarded elms to feed their domestic livestock. A remnant, grafted tree of that kind represents a remarkable specialized cultivar with an abundance of very large leaves in a dense crown, suggesting that this local use was old and important enough to generate such a highly useful cultivar, which I call Ulmus x hollandica "Arbia". It is a cultural heritage which needs to be saved and propagated. Herbarium material will be deposited. Now I dare to speculate on the origin of the "Atinia" and thus of the English elm. It is bound to have a history, any cultivar has a history: at some moment people must have recognized its special properties which made it worthwhile to be propagated. As a plant breeder, that is a person who wants to produce new cultivars, I wonder how this has happened. I suspect it has taken place in the eastern Mediterranean, as various similar soft-hairy elms occur there, roughly in the area between Austria and Israel, including Greece and probably also at the other side of the Aegean Sea, in present-day Turkey (a traveler told me that he had seen the Sultana grape being grown there high in elms. Could that be "Atinia"). Now what are the distinctive properties of the "Atinia"?
First of all its female sterility: in nature that is a very negative property against which natural selection will act. Individuals with this property will be very rare. Hardly a property that invites propagation as a cultivar.
Second, its ability to serve as a support for the grapevine -that is a true, but not an exceptional property -other trees like poplar will do the same job. The practice of leading the vine up into a tree (any tree) seems to have been well-known in the old Greece, though the agricultural handbooks, in which this practice may have been described, have not survived, as mentioned earlier.
Third, its value as fodder. This may be a serious candidate. We know that cattle love the "Atinia". Columella reports that they prefer it over the common field elm. A good farmer will notice that. It is even thinkable that the female sterility is an advantage here: the tree does not loose energy by producing seed, it can use all its energy in making leaves. And once the farmer propagates the tree for its fodder he can just as well use it as a prop for his vines too, combining the two functions. The fast growth of the elm and its tolerance of widely different soil conditions were a bonus, an extra reason for its use.
Conclusion
The elm owes its career in the Mediterranean to its assist in the production of wine, but only in combination with its general "milk"-function, the feeding of livestock. That justifies the title of this paper: "The elm, tree of milk and wine". iForest ( 
